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Parent cue podcast

Photo: ShutterstockI first heard about another parenting podcast, Your Parenting Mojo podcast: A Bad Mother. OBM basically followed the two mothers by telling each other (and listener) what a good job we were doing because of how freaking out parenting can be. They also often meet with authors and other experts or address specific parenting issues, but
the general tone is this: We all do our best and they don't claim to have all the answers. Which is great, and I love it, but sometimes you really want answers. This is the difference between ventilating a friend and asking a friend for advice indeed. If what you need is friendly advice, your Parenting Mojo is the place to go. While my son and I were driving across
town the other day, he began (and hosted) more of Your Parenting Mojo, after he became a parent, began researching and then decided he didn't want to grow up until he officially studied psychology and child development education. She started the podcast to share everything she learned along the way with other parents. The podcast has more than 100
episodes and covers a wide range of topics including:What he particularly likes to show about his show he often provides an expert interviews or references to the subject (and references his notes) to other reputable sources of research. So if you want to dive deeper into a topic or an important issue for you, its show which can be a starting point in which
you research further on your own. G/O Media meet the smartest parents in the world who can get a commission! Join our Parenting Facebook group. Image from Jonathan-grado. A good podcast can turn mundane activities like cleaning, errands and commutes into time spent learning something new or just having fun. Here are parenting-oriented podcasts,
those you can listen to with your kids (and not bored), and great ones to listen to on your kids' own. There are a lot of good podcasts out there (including Lifehacker's Upgrade), but just so you have a tone of options for parenting-driven podcasts, as if you want to dive into the difficult topics of other parents, do divorced parents spend as much time together for
their children, if you want to dive into difficult topics. Slate's parenting podcast has Mom and Dad Fighting, the host discussed a tough question: Then ... Read moreAnne Watch: There are eight children among them these two hosts, cover a ton of these podcast topics. They cover things about toddlers all the way up to teenagers. Modern Dads Podcast: Many
dads focus on a variety of topics that bring experts to face and often share their tips and advice. Mom and Dad Fight: Each episode deals with a specific situation and how you deal with it, such as aacial Like raising a child or parenting together when you disagree. Longest Long Time: Perfect for going deeper, following someone's story, and reflecting more on
why your child is having dinner. Scummy Mummies: Hosted by two comedians, this show has a lot of humor without being shy about the subjects you need to know about each parent. G/O Media can get a commissionPodcasts, especially those that go to such personal topics, which can really change as much as it comes. You may not subscribe to every
program in the list above, but they give you a place to start. Listen with Your KidsPodcasts can be a great way to get the pressure on you to entertain your child, offer some time to charge, and give something to bond over. It's harder to buy yourself time as a parent than most people think. There's already one ... Read moreWow in the World: It addresss the
questions your child probably has (for example, where does chocolate come from?) in a way that can be approached with interest in both adults and children. Perfect for kids 6+. Tumble: Science focuses and explains in an approachable way for children, but it is also fun for parents. Great 5+. for curious kids. Spare the Rock, Spoil the Child: Songs and music
that you and your kids will dance to together at home. Perfect for all ages. Stuff You Should Know: How stuff works from the site, this podcast is usually great for road trips because you're more than half an hour long. It covers a wide range of topics, so you can choose and choose which one your child likes. Good 10+ for kids. Things You Missed in History
Class: Also from Stuff Works, this podcast goes over historical events, places that people and most of us (in the U.S.) have never heard of. Ideal for history buffs who are 8+ (there are warnings at the beginning of departments that are not suitable for children). Naked Scientists: Despite its name, this podcast is quite child-friendly and often has expert panels
that give this in-depth information (and you) more about the world around us. Most of the listener questions they answer are questions you can hear from your child (can we talk to dolphins?). Probably more suitable for kids 8+. Short &amp; Curly: This podcast also has a format that dingles into questions your child might have, including deeper questions like
Is it normal to lie? This show can be a good way to start more difficult conversations with your child. Suitable for ages 7+ Science Vs: Another great science podcast for both parents and children. This reviews the results discussed so far, has a structure that makes it easier for children to follow. Great 7+ for kids (they have warnings at the beginning of the
section that may not be suitable for children). NPR's Kids &amp; Family: NPR is a round as big as podcast for kids and their parents I just couldn't pull. There are a variety of styles and topics, so take a look at what suits your child's interests. Exercise if you're going to go and get tired, or if you're just a little time, a good podcast can be great ... Read MoreSee
just Listen On Your Own, such as children's TV shows, movies and books, not every podcast is a podcast your adult brain can pass on. Some podcasts are designed specifically for kids, and it might be better for your child to listen on their own. Of course, you can always listen to them, but faster you may be more bored with the above section shows.
Sesame Street: A similar format to show well-known kids, this podcast kids are great for kids through 6-7.Storynory: Most of the stories featured in this show are created specifically for it! The overall plot may sound familiar, but it doesn't make a difference to your child. Kids age 8.The Radio Adventures of Dr Floyd is perfect for: In the style of old-time radio
shows, this is getting ready to capture your child's imagination. This podcast has been going on since 2004, so there is plenty of material to entertain your child if you show it. The creator of this show also works at the Saturday Morning Theatre, which is focused on a mystery-style story. Great 5+ for kids. Story Time: When you're too tired to read a fairy tale or
I can't decide which one your child wants to hear. These stories are about 20 minutes long, and each episode is a new story. Of course, if you use it instead of reading a story, you will want to listen to it with your child. 10.Story Pirates is ideal for children and children: This podcast takes stories written by children (for kids) and transforms sketch comedy that
will roll on the floor with your child's laughter. A favorite podcast about parenting 3-10.Do great for kids? Or one you and your kid like to listen to? Leave your suggestions in the discussion below. There are many good podcasts out there (including Lifehacker's Upgrade), but that's just why more skip main content Skip to footerState Taxes to the Middle Class,
Rocky Mengle is next up for his own tax friendly in all 50 states with Kiplinger every year. For 2020, Senior Tax Editor Rocky Mengle is middle class. H... I know there's a lot to fight against your Year-End Financial To-Do ListCoronavirus and MoneyWewe, but if you run out this year there are things you need to review first. Where in 2021 Anne Kates smith
joined us to talk about her 2021 outlook for stocks, market sectors and even some private stocks to invest with Executive Editor Anne Kates Smith. When... How Holiday Shopping is a PandemicBlack Friday and Cyber Monday will be like never before this year. DealNews analyst Julie Ramhold joined us to discuss how to navigate the sales season. ...
Making Wise Choices During Open Enrollment Contributing Editor Lisa Gerstner reviews the new variables of the 2020 open enrollment season. Also, hosting Sandy Block and David Muhlbaum talk a... State Taxes on the Ballot -- Pot, Real Estate and and Top tax editor Rocky Mengle joined your Money's Worth podcast to discuss key tax questions at stake
addressed this year... 60:40 Portfolio Rule Needs a RebootJared Woodard, chairman of Bank of America's research investment committee, joined your Money's Worth podcast to discuss the 60:40 portfolio rule. When... Meet Brandon Copeland: NFL Linebacker, New Kiplinger Contributor We talk kiplinger's newest collaborator. Playing outside linebacker for
the New England Patriots is just one of the irons he has on fire - a ... Amazon Prime DayKiplinger.com editor and veteran comparison shopper Bob Niedt Everything You Need to Know About Amazon Prime Day ins and outs joined your Money's Worth podcast to talk about .... How To Safely Less This FallScott Keyes, Fly for the founder of Scott's Cheap
Flights, joined your Money's Worth podcast to discuss strategies for snagging discounted airfares at COMIN... What to Know About the Tax Extension Deadline on October 15 (Ep. 46 Rebroadcast)Kiplinger.com tax editor Rocky Mengle joined host Ryan Ermey to discuss what you need to know about the October 15 tax extension deadline. Also, Kipling ...
Where You Should Invest NowKiplinger.com senior investment editor Kyle Woodley joined our Money's Worth podcast to answer investor questions about technology stocks, the choice is a ... How Funded Home Education Your ChildrenKiplinger.com web editor Andrea Browne Taylor joined your Money's Worth podcast for a discussion of financial pros and
home-school yo cons... How to save Used CarKiplinger resident car guru David Muhlbaum to offer tips on buying a used car joined by our Your Money's Worth podcast host Ryan Ermey. Also, pai ... How YouPolicygenius.com find the Right Life Insurance Policy for Jennifer Fitzgerald, CEO and co-founder of our Your Money's Worth podcast joined to offer
advice on a life insurance policy choice. When... Getting ready for retirement: Financial Surprises You May Not Be Expected to Join Our Money's Worth podcast to talk about how retired Kiplinger Personal Finance editor Janet Bodnar can get choppy waters retired... Pros and Cons PensionRV Dealers Association president Phil Ingrassia joined in buying an
RV to break down the traps of our Your Money's Worth podcast advantages and a recreatio owner ... How to Hire a Financial Planner Join our Money's Worth podcast to offer best practices for hiring a financial planner from Kevin Keller, CEO of You TrustCFP. Also, host Ryan Ermey and ... Stock Market Winners, Losers and LearnedKiplinger.com senior
investment editor Kyle Woodley joined us to discuss what our Para's Worth podcast can learn about we investing in stock... How COVID-19 College CostsCollegeFinance Save Families Road Değişiyor.com Kevin Walker global health epidemic Families joined your Money's Worth podcast to discuss how it affected the plan ... Travel Cheap: Where to Go,
What to ExpectedKiplinger's ExpectedKiplinger's author Emma Patch joined your Money's Worth podcast to talk about travel deals, cancellation policies, new sanitation protocols... Do you still need a Tax File? Deadline July 15 H&amp;R Block's chief tax officer Kathy Pickering joined the Your Money's Worth podcast to advise last-minute tax filings. In
addition, our hosts are Ryan Er... Where Should You Retire? This week, our Your Money's Worth podcast host Ryan Ermey interviews co-host Sandy Block about his latest story about the best retirement places... YouKiplinger's contributing editor Lisa Gerstner has joined The Best Bank Accounts that will explain the best banks for all kinds of savings on our
Para's Worth podcast. Also, host R... How COVID-19 EraAskamanager.org's Alison Green joined our Money's Worth podcast to navigate the return to the office to discuss the challenges workers face on their way back to the office as local econo ... Econo...
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